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Positron propagation and fluxes from neutralino annihilation in the halo
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Supersymmetric neutralinos are one of the most promising candidates for the dark matter in the Universe. If
they exist, they should make up some fraction of the Milky Way halo. We investigate the fluxes of positrons
expected at the Earth from neutralino annihilation in the halo. Positron propagation is treated in a diffusion
model including energy loss. The positron source function includes contributions from both continuum and
monochromatic positrons. We find that, for a ‘‘canonical’’ halo model and propagation parameters, the fluxes
are generally too low to be visible. Given the large uncertainties in both propagation and halo structure, it is
however possible to obtain observable fluxes. We also investigate the shapes of the positron spectra, including
fits to a feature indicated by the results of the HEAT experiment.@S0556-2821~99!00402-6#

PACS number~s!: 95.35.1d, 14.80.Ly, 98.70.Sa
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that a large fraction of the mass of th
Universe has only been observed by its gravitational effe
The nature of this dark matter is unknown. Standard big b
nucleosynthesis bounds the baryon density of the Unive
but these results fall far short of the known amount of d
matter. Thus more exotic forms of matter are sought,
weakly interacting massive particles~WIMP’s! are one of the
most promising cold dark matter candidates.

Perhaps the best WIMP candidate is the neutralino~for a
review, see Ref.@1#!, which arises in supersymmetric mode
as a linear combination of the superpartners of the neu
gauge and Higgs bosons. We choose the neutralino as
WIMP candidate, though we allow its properties to vary ov
a generous sample of supersymmetric models.

It may be possible to detect neutralinos~or WIMP’s! in
the galactic halo by the products of their mutual annihi
tions, e.g., by searching forg rays @2#, antiprotons@3# and
positrons@4–6# coming from the Milky Way halo. In this
paper we consider neutralino annihilation in the halo in
positrons~both continuum and monochromatic!. Compared
to earlier studies@4–6#, we will use a true diffusion mode
instead of a leaky-box model. This has the advantage o
lowing us to use more realistic models for the diffusion co
stant while still permitting an analytic solution. The nume
cal implementation is very fast, making detailed scans o
the huge minimal supersymmetric standard model~MSSM!
parameter space feasible. We also include all two-body fi
states of neutralino annihilation~at tree level! using detailed
Monte Carlo simulations for the decay and/or hadronizat
of the annihilation products. We will compare our resu
mainly with those of Kamionkowski and Turner@6# ~KT!.

We will also compare our predictions of the positro
fluxes to observations. The fluxes are typically small co
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pared to the expected background, but given the large un
tainties involved, we identify models that can have a sign
cant effect on the observed positron spectrum. We will sh
that a large class of models improves the fit of observati
to the predicted background. Finally, we investigate the p
itron spectra at higher energies than have been observed
identify features that may be detectable by future exp
ments such as Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer~AMS! @7#.

II. SET OF SUPERSYMMETRIC MODELS

We work in the minimal supersymmetric standard mod
~MSSM!. In general, the MSSM has many free paramete
but with some reasonable assumptions we can reduce
number of parameters to the Higgsino mass parameterm, the
gaugino mass parameterM2 , the ratio of the Higgs vacuum
expectation values tanb, the mass of theCP-odd Higgs bo-
sonmA , the scalar mass parameterm0 and the trilinear soft
supersymmetry~SUSY! breaking parametersAb and At for
the third generation. In particular, we do not impose a
restrictions from supergravity other than gaugino mass u
fication. We have made some scans without the grand un
theory ~GUT! relation for the gaugino mass parametersM1
and M2 . This mainly has the effect of allowing lower neu
tralino masses to escape the LEP bounds and is not
important for this study. Hence, the GUT relation forM1 and
M2 is kept throughout this paper. For a more detailed d
nition of the parameters and a full set of Feynman rules,
Refs.@8,9#.

The lightest stable supersymmetric particle is in m
models the lightest neutralino, which is a superposition
the superpartners of the gauge and Higgs fields:

x̃1
05N11B̃1N12W̃

31N13H̃1
01N14H̃2

0 . ~1!

It is convenient to define the gaugino fraction of the lighte
neutralino:

Zg5uN11u21uN12u2. ~2!
©1998 The American Physical Society11-1
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TABLE I. The ranges of parameter values used in our scans of the MSSM parameter space. No
several special scans aimed at interesting regions of the parameter space have been performed. In
have generated approximately 103 000 models that are not excluded by accelerator searches.

Parameter m M2 tanb mA m0 Ab /m0 At /m0

Unit GeV GeV 1 GeV GeV 1 1

Min 250000 250000 1.0 0 100 23 23
Max 50000 50000 60.0 10000 30000 3 3
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For the masses of the neutralinos and charginos we use
one-loop corrections as given in Ref.@10# and for the Higgs
boson masses we use the leading log two-loop radiative
rections, calculated within the effective potential approa
given in Ref.@11#.

We make extensive scans of the model parameter sp
some general and some specialized to interesting region
total we make 18 different scans of the parameter space.
scans are done randomly and are mostly distributed loga
mically in the mass parameters and in tanb. For some scans
the logarithmic scan inm and M2 has been replaced by
logarithmic scan in the more physical parametersmx and
Zg /(12Zg) wheremx is the neutralino mass. Combining a
the scans, the overall limits of the seven MSSM parame
we use are given in Table I.

We check each model to see if it is excluded by the m
recent accelerator constraints, of which the most impor
ones are the CERNe1e2 collider LEP bounds@12# on the
lightest chargino mass,

mx
1
1.H 91 GeV, umx

1
12mx

1
0u.4 GeV,

85 GeV otherwise
~3!

and on the lightest Higgs boson massmH
2
0 ~which range from

72.2–88.0 GeV depending on sin(b2a) with a being the
Higgs mixing angle! and the constrains fromb→sg @13#.
For each allowed model we calculate the relic density
neutralinosVxh2, whereVx is the density in units of the
critical density andh is the present Hubble constant in un
of 100 km s21 Mpc21. We use the formalism of Ref.@14# for
resonant annihilations, threshold effects, and finite widths
unstable particles and we include all two-body tree-level
nihilation channels of neutralinos. We also include the
called coannihilation processes in the relic density calcu
tion according to the analysis of Edsjo¨ and Gondolo@8#.

Present observations favorh50.660.1, and a total matte
density VM50.360.1, of which baryons may contribut
0.02 to 0.08@15#. Not to be overly restrictive, we accep
Vxh2 in the range from 0.025 to 1 as cosmologically inte
esting. The lower bound is somewhat arbitrary as there m
be several different components of non-baryonic dark ma
but we demand that neutralinos are at least as abunda
required to make up the dark halos of galaxies. In princip
neutralinos withVxh2,0.025 would still be relic particles
but only making up a small fraction of the dark matter of t
Universe. We will only consider models withVxh2,0.025
when discussing the dependence of the signal onVxh2.
02351
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III. POSITRON SPECTRA FROM NEUTRALINO
ANNIHILATION

When neutralinos annihilate in the galactic halo they p
duce quarks, leptons, gauge bosons, Higgs bosons and
ons. When these particles decay and/or hadronize, they
give rise to positrons either directly or from decaying meso
in hadron jets. We thus expect to get both monochrom
positrons~at an energy ofmx! from direct annihilation into
e1e2 and continuum positrons from the other annihilati
channels. In general the branching ratio for annihilation
rectly into e1e2 is rather small, but for some classes
models one can obtain a large enough branching ratio for
line to be observable.

For continuum positrons, we simulate the decay and
hadronization with the Lund Monte Carlo programPYTHIA

6.115@16#. We perform the simulation for a set of 18 diffe
ent neutralino masses from 10 to 5000 GeV and for the ‘‘
sic’’ annihilation channels consisting of the heavy quar
leptons and gauge bosons. The annihilation channels
taining Higgs bosons are then easily taken into account
allowing the Higgs bosons to decay in flight and averag
the produced positron flux over the decay angles. For
given MSSM model, the positron spectrum is then given

df

d«
5

df

d« U
cont.

1
df

d« U
line

5 (
FÞe1e2

BF

df

d« U
F

1Be1e2d~«2m̃x!, ~4!

in units of e1/annihilation where«5Ee1 /(1 GeV), m̃x

5mx /(1 GeV), BF is the branching ratio into a given fina
stateF anddf/d«uF is the spectrum of positrons from ann
hilation channelF. We include all two-body final states~ex-
cept the three lightest quarks which are completely ne
gible! at tree level and theZg @17# andgg @18# final states
which arise at one-loop level.

IV. PROPAGATION MODEL

A. Propagation and the interstellar flux

We consider a standard diffusion model for the propa
tion of positrons in the galaxy. Charged particles move un
the influence of the galactic magnetic field. With the energ
we are concerned with, the magnetic gyroradii of the p
ticles are quite small. However, the magnetic field is tangl
and even with small gyroradii, particles can jump to near
1-2
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POSITRON PROPAGATION AND FLUXES FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 023511
field lines which will drastically alter their courses. This e
tire process can be modeled as a random walk, which ca
described by a diffusion equation.

Positron propagation is complicated by the fact that lig
particles lose energy quickly due to inverse Compton a
synchrotron processes. Diffuse starlight and the cosmic
crowave background both contribute appreciably to the
ergy loss rate of high energy electrons and positrons via
verse Compton scattering. Electrons and positrons also
energy by synchrotron radiation as they spiral around
galactic magnetic field lines.

Our detailed treatment of positron diffusion follows. Fir
we define a dimensionless energy variable«5E/(1 GeV).
The standard diffusion-loss equation for the space densit
cosmic rays per unit energy,dn/d«, is given by

]

]t

dn

d«
5¹W •FK~«,xW !¹W

dn

d« G1
]

]« Fb~«,xW !
dn

d« G1Q~«,xW !,

~5!

whereK is the diffusion constant,b is the energy loss rate
andQ is the source term. We will consider only steady st
solutions, setting the left hand side of Eq.~5! to zero.

We assume that the diffusion constantK is constant in
space throughout a ‘‘diffusion zone,’’ but it may vary wit
energy. At energies above a few GeV, we can represen
diffusion constant as a power law in energy@19#:

K~«!5K0«a'331027«0.6 cm2 s21. ~6!

However, at energies below about 3 GeV, there is a cutof
the diffusion constant that can be modeled as

K~«!5K0@C1«a#'331027@30.61«0.6#cm2 s21. ~7!

We will in the following consider both of these models f
the diffusion constant, but we will focus on the second e
pression. We will refer to Eq.~6! as model A and Eq.~7! as
model B. The functionb(«) represents the~time! rate of
energy loss. We allow energy loss via synchrotron emiss
and inverse Compton scattering. The rms magnetic field
the diffusion zone is about 3mG, an energy density of abou
0.2 eV cm23. We allow inverse Compton scattering on bo
the cosmic microwave background and diffuse starlig
which have energy densities of 0.3 and 0.6 eV cm23, respec-
tively. These two processes combined give an energy
rate @20#

b~«!e65
1

tE
«2'10216«2 s21, ~8!

where we have neglected the space dependence of the e
loss rate. The functionQ is the source of positrons in units o
cm23 s21.

The diffusion zone is a slab of thickness 2L. We will fix
L to be 3 kpc, which fits observations of the cosmic ray fl
@19#. We impose free escape boundary conditions, nam
that the cosmic ray density drops to zero on the surface
the slab, which we let be the planesz56L. We neglect the
radial boundary usually considered in diffusion models. T
02351
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is justified when the sources of cosmic rays are nearer t
the boundary, as is usually the case with galactic sources.
will see that the positron flux at Earth, especially at high
energies, mostly originates within a few kpc and hence t
approximation is well justified in our case.

We will now consider the diffusion-loss equation, Eq.~5!,
in the steady-state. We first make a change of variableu
51/«, and we write the diffusion constant as a function ofu,
with K(E)5K0h(u), yielding

1

h~u!

]

]u

dn

du
5K0tE¹2

dn

du
2tE@u2h~u!#21Q„«~u!,xW…,

~9!

wheretE51016 s is the energy-loss time introduced in E
~8!. We now suppose thata,1, and we make a furthe
change of variablesv5*h(u)du. We find the following
transformations for models A and B,

vA5
1

12a
u12a and vB5Cu1

1

12a
u12a. ~10!

These transformations need to be inverted. The first one
be done analytically,

u5@~12a!vA#1/~12a!, ~11!

though the second one requires a numerical inversion.
notice that the function ofu in the source term is just the
Jacobian of the full transformation:

1

u2h~u!
52

d«

dv
5w~v !. ~12!

Again, in the first case this can be evaluated,

w~vA!5@~12a!vA#2~22a!/~12a!, ~13!

and the second requires the implicit solution ofu(v). We put
F(v)5dn/du(v) and arrive at

]

]v
F~v,xW !5K0tE¹2F~v,xW !2tEw~v !Q„«~v !,xW…. ~14!

Equation ~14! is equivalent to the inhomogeneous he
equation. The space variables are exactly analogous, w
the variablev takes the place of time in the heat equatio
We also notice that the source function is multiplied by
weight factor2w(v).

The interpretation of the ‘‘time’’ variablev is worth a
short discussion. The variablev increases monotonically
with decreasing energy. Since this model does not incl
any reacceleration of positrons, the variablev will only in-
crease. This is precisely the situation of the time variable
the standard heat equation.

In addition to the boundary conditions previously state
we must also impose an ‘‘initial’’ condition. It is clear tha
1-3
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EDWARD A. BALTZ AND JOAKIM EDSJÖ PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 023511
the initial condition should beF(v50,xW )50. This implies
that the positron density is zero atv50, which is infinite
energy.

With these things in mind, we can write the solution as
integral over the source multiplied by a Green’s functio
We transform back to the original energy variable, reme
bering that Eq.~14! is an equation fordn/du and notdn/d«.
The solution can be written

dn

d«
5tE«22E

0

v~«!

dv8w~v8!E d3xW8

3G2L@v~«!2v8,xW2xW8#Q„«~v8!,xW8…, ~15!

where the functionG2L is the Green’s function for Eq.~14!
on the slab with thickness 2L. By our construction,
w(v)dv52d« and making this variable change frees
from the cumbersome Jacobian factor and from implic
inverting the transformationv(«). The only placev(«) re-
mains is in the argument to the Green’s function. The form
solution is thus written

dn

d«
5tE«22E

«

`

d«8E d3xW8

3G2L@v~«!2v~«8!,xW2xW8#Q~«8,xW8!. ~16!

The free-space Green’s function for Eq.~14! is given by

Gfree~v2v8,xW2xW8!5@4pK0tE~v2v8!#23/2

3expS 2
~xW2xW8!2

4K0tE~v2v8! D u~v2v8!.

~17!

We require a Green’s function that vanishes on the pla
z56L, the boundaries of our diffusion region. We can us
set of image charges,

xn85x8, yn85y8, zn852Ln1~21!nz8, ~18!

to find the Green’s function

G2L~v2v8,xW2xW8!5 (
n52`

`

~21!nGfree~v2v8,xW2xWn8!.

~19!
02351
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It is simple to verify that this Green’s function vanishes
the boundaries.

Now we choose an appropriate source functionQ. To
simplify the calculation, we will assume that the source
uniform in z and depends only on the cylindrical coordina
r . Let the number density of WIMP’s in the halo b
n0g(r sph), wherer sph is the spherical coordinate andn0 is the
number density in the center of the galaxy. The annihilat
rate, and thus the source strength, is proportional to
square of the density. We define

f ~r !5
1

2L E
2L

L

dz g2~r sph!. ~20!

We will mainly use the isothermal halo profile

giso~r ,z!5
a2

r sph
2 1a2 5

a2

r 21z21a2 , ~21!

with a55 kpc and a local halo density of 0.3 GeV/cm3. We
will refer to this as our ‘‘canonical’’ halo model. We wil
also compare with the Navarro, Frenk, and White profile@21#

gNFW~r ,z!5
a3

r sph~r sph1a!2 ~22!

with a525 kpc. Finally, the source function is

Q~«,r !5n0
2f ~r !^sv& tot

df

d«
, ~23!

where^sv& tot is the annihilation rate anddf/d« is the pos-
itron spectrum in a single annihilation. This contains anni
lations both to monochromatic and continuum positro
Note that if Vxh2,0.025, we need to rescale the sour
function by (Vxh2/0.025)2. We will only include models
with Vxh2,0.025~with the rescaled source function! in Fig.
3~b!.

We now insert this source into the Green’s function in
gral, Eq.~16!:
dn

d«
5n0

2^sv& tottE«22E
«

`

d«8@4pK0tE„v~«!2v~«8!…#23/2
df

d«8 (
n52`

`

~21!nE
2L

L

dz8E
0

`

dr8r 8 f ~r 8!

3E
0

2p

du8 expS 2
r 21r 8222rr 8 cosu81@z2~21!nz822Ln#2

4K0tE„v~«!2v~«8!… D . ~24!
1-4
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FIG. 1. ~a! The effective diffusion timetD as a function ofDv. When doubling the diffusion constantK27, positrons remain trapped fo
a shorter time before escaping the galaxy. At low energy losses~small Dv! this of no importance since it is the energy loss time tha
important in that region. When doubling the energy loss timet16 we increase the flux at low energy losses since the positrons do not
energy as quickly. At higher energy losses, the flux goes down since the positrons have now had more time to escape. IncreasingL to 5 kpc,
we see that diffusion becomes effective at a largerDv, as expected. The positrons require more time to escape the larger diffusion re
The 10% difference at lowDv is because the functionf (r ) depends onL. In ~b! we show the effective diffusion timetD(xE,E) versus the
injection energyE for x50.50, 0.25 and 0.10. In~c! we show the effective diffusion timetD(xE,E) as a function ofx for different injection
energies. In~b! and ~c! propagation model B is used.
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The z8 integration will simply yield error functions and th
u8 integration yields 2pI 0 , whereI 0 is the modified Besse
function of the first kind. We are left with ther 8 integral,
which we put in the functionI:

I @r ,z,Dv#5
1

4K0tEDv

3 (
n52`

`

(
6

erfS ~21!nL12Ln6z

A4K0tEDv
D

3E
0

`

dr8r 8 f ~r 8! Ĩ 0S 2rr 8

4K0tEDv D
3expS 2

~r 2r 8!2

4K0tEDv D ~25!

with Ĩ 0(x)5I 0(x)e2x. Note that when x@1, L0(x)
'ex/A2px. When 4K0tEDv!L2, this sum and integration
is easy to perform, since we have a simple Gaussian an
of the error functions cancel. The result is

I @r ,z,Dv!L2/~4K0tE!#5 f ~r !. ~26!

For clarity, we define an energy dependent diffusion tim

tD@Dv#5tD@«,«8.«#5tEI @v~«!2v~«8!#. ~27!

This encodes all of the information about the spatial ext
of the source function and the energy dependence of
diffusion constant. What this function represents is the li
time against energy loss and diffusion of positrons at a gi
energy which were emitted at a higher energy. There are
regimes to this timescale. WhenDv is small, the energy los
is small, thus the particles have not been propagating
long, and have not had any chance to escape. At largeDv,
02351
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much energy has been lost, thus the particles have b
propagating for a long time and have had a chance to es
the diffusion zone. In the former regime, it is the energy lo
that dominates the propagation, and in the latter, it is
diffusion. Diffusion occurs in both regimes, but in th
former, it occurs over a small enough region that the bou
ary can be neglected. At intermediateDv, there is a slight
rise in the functiontD , before it drops precipitously. This i
because the effective amount of source material increa
with increasingDv. As more energy is allowed to be los
the positrons can come from farther away. This allows us
sample the higher density inner regions of the galaxy. O
when the boundary can be probed doestD begin to drop.

In Fig. 1~a! we show tD as a function ofDv for the
position of the solar system,r 58.5 kpc andz50 kpc, for
various combinations of K275K0/1027 cm2 s21, t16
5tE/1016 s, andL. At low Dv, tD is independent ofK27
and linear intE , as this is the regime where energy lo
dominates. At highDv, tD decreases with increasingK27,
as expected for the diffusion regime. IncreasingtE implies
that particles have been propagating longer, and have
more chance to escape. IncreasingL to 5 kpc increases the
signal at highDv since it is more difficult to escape th
diffusion zone. At lowDv, the 10% discrepancy is due t
the fact thatf (r ) depends onL. The small size of the dis-
crepancy indicates that using a source function uniform iz
is adequate. In Fig. 1~b! we show the functiontD(xE,E)
versus the injection energyE for x50.50, 0.25 and 0.10. In
Fig. 1~c! we showtD(xE,E) versusx for some different
injection energiesE. In both Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!, propagation
model B is used.

The positron spectrum is now given by

dn

d«
5n0

2^sv& tot«
22E

«

`

d«8
df

d«8
tD@«,«8#, ~28!
1-5
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EDWARD A. BALTZ AND JOAKIM EDSJÖ PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 023511
giving the total positron spectrum

dn

d«
5n0

2^sv& tot«
22H BlinetD@«,m̃x#

1E
«

m̃x
d«8

df

d«8
U

cont.

tD@«,«8#J u~m̃x2«!. ~29!

Remembering that this is an expression for the number d
sity of positrons, the flux is given by

dF

d«
5

bc

4p

dn

d«
.

c

4p

dn

d«
, ~30!

wherebc is the velocity of a positron of energy«. For the
energies we are interested in,bc.c is a very well justified
approximation.

We find that it is numerically advantageous to perform
integral in the variablev. Replacing the Jacobian factor, w
find

dn

d«
5n0

2^sv& tot«
22

3H BlinetD@«,m̃x#1E
v~m̃x!

v~«!

dv8w~v8!
df

d« U
cont.

3@«~v8!#tD@«,«~v8!#J u~m̃x2«!. ~31!

The functiontD5tEI can be tabulated once. The integra
is smooth, and is thus easily computed for a range of val
equally spaced in lnDv. Likewise the sum on error function
converges rapidly, and for the range ofDv values we are
concerned with, need not be taken pastn5610.

B. Solar modulation

The formalism developed above gives the interstellar fl
of positrons from neutralino annihilations. There is a furth
complication in that interactions with the solar wind a
magnetosphere alter the spectrum. These effects are ref
to as solar modulation. This can be neglected at high e
gies, but at energies below about 10 GeV, the effects of s
modulation become important. We will not consider so
modulation, since its effects can be removed by conside
the positron fraction,e1/(e11e2), instead of the absolute
positron fluxes.

However, another complication is the possibility that t
solar modulation is charge-sign dependent as indicate
Ref. @22#. Following their treatment we can write the pos
tron fraction at Earth in a solar cycleA1 and A2, respec-
tively, as

f E
15

f 2~R11!2 f

R~2 f 21!
, ~32!

f E
25

f 2~R11!2 f R

2 f 21
, ~33!
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wheref is the interstellar positron fraction andR is the ratio
of the total flux of positrons and electrons in a solarA1 cycle
to that in anA2 cycle. The valueR can be measured, and
approximately given by@22#

R~«!5max@min~0.4510.17 ln«,1!,0.18#. ~34!

We notice that in the absence of charge-sign depende
the positron fraction is unaffected by solar modulation
fects. As we will see later, the charge-sign dependent s
modulation worsens the agreement between the meas
ments and the expected background and given the large
certainties involved, we will not use these expressions w
predicting the positron fraction from neutralino annihilatio

C. Positron and electron backgrounds

When we want to compare our predictions with expe
ments, we must consider the expected background of p
trons. Since most experiments measure the positron frac
and not the absolute positron flux, we also need to cons
the electron background. We will use the most recent ca
lation by Moskalenko and Strong@23# ~MS!. For their model
08-005 without reacceleration, we have parametrized th
calculated primary electron and secondary electron and
itron fluxes as follows:

S dF

dED
prim. e2 bkg

5
0.16«21.1

1111«0.913.2«2.15 GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21, ~35!

S dF

dED
sec. e2 bkg

5
0.70«0.7

11110«1.51600«2.91580«4.2 GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21,

~36!

S dF

dED
sec. e1 bkg

5
4.5«0.7

11650«2.311500«4.2 GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21, ~37!

where we as before have used«5E/(1 GeV). These param
etrizations agree with their curves to within 10–15% for t
whole intervals given in Ref.@23# ~approximately 0.001–
1000 GeV for primary electrons and 0.01–100 GeV for t
secondary electrons and positrons!. The parametrizations
also have the same asymptotic slopes as the calculated fl
at both the low and high energy end and extrapolatio
should be acceptable if not too far out of the regions giv
above. These predictions also agree roughly with the ab
lute flux measurements by the HEAT experiment@24#. The
experimental error bars are however smaller on the meas
ments of the positron fraction and in Fig. 2 we have mad
fit to the HEAT 94195 measurements@25# of the positron
1-6
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POSITRON PROPAGATION AND FLUXES FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 023511
fraction from the background alone keeping only the norm
ization of the positron flux free. We also show the best
with charge-dependent solar modulation included. The n
malization factors for the best fits arekb51.11 and kb

50.609 without charge-dependent solar modulation and w
A1 modulation respectively (A1 is the correct state for the
HEAT measurement!. The corresponding reducedx2 are
3.14 and 10.8, i.e. not very good fits. We also show
CAPRICE 1994 measurements of the positron fraction@26#.

We clearly see that the background is too steep at
energies and including the charge-sign dependent s
modulation only worsens the fit. For models with reaccele
tion, the fit is worse still@23#. We also note that there is a
indication in the HEAT data of an excess at 6–50 Ge
However, one should keep in mind that~a! the uncertainties
below 10 GeV are large due to our poor knowledge of
solar modulation effects,~b! it is possible to make a better fi
by hardening the interstellar nucleon spectrum@23# ~even
though this might be in conflict with antiproton measur
ments above 3 GeV@27#! and ~c! it is possible to make a
better fit by hardening the primary electron spectrum~even
though this might be in conflict with direct electron measu
ments at higher energies@23#!. We will not consider these
issues here. Instead we will assume the background as g
by the parametrizations above without charge-dependen
lar modulation. We will then compare the positron bac
ground with our predictions and we also make a simu
neous fit of the positron fraction background signal fro
neutralino annihilations having only the normalization of t
background and signal positron fluxes as free parameter

To conclude the discussion of the backgrounds, ther
clearly room~or even an indication! of an excess of positron
at intermediate energies that might be due to neutralino
nihilations. However, the uncertainties are large and ot

FIG. 2. The positron fraction for the background is shown b
without and with charge-sign dependent solar modulation@22#. The
normalization has been kept free and is fitted to the HEAT
195 data@25#. Also shown is the CAPRICE 1994 data@26#. The
backgrounds are parametrizations to the results by MS@23#.
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explanations are feasible. We will entertain the possibi
that the excess is due to neutralino annihilation in the n
section.

V. RESULTS

We present our results and compare with the expec
background and experimental measurements. We will fi
consider the absolute fluxes and investigate the depend
on the propagation parameters. We will use our propaga
model B with the isothermal sphere as our default model.
will also show some typical spectra. In the next subsect
we will then discuss the predicted positron fractions a
compare with the experiments, in particular the excess
6–50 GeV indicated by HEAT data@25#.

A. Absolute fluxes and spectra

As a representative energy we will choose the aver
flux in the energy range 8.9–14.8 GeV which correspond
one HEAT bin ~with average energy of about 11 GeV!. In
this energy range, we should be fairly unaffected by so
modulation effects. In Fig. 3 we show the absolute posit
flux for propagation model B versus the neutralino mass
versus the relic densityVxh2. We also compare with the
HEAT 1994 measurement of the absolute flux@24#. We
clearly see that with our canonical halo model we find
models that give fluxes as high as those measured. Howe
one should keep in mind that we probably have an ove
uncertainty of about an order of magnitude coming fro
uncertainties regarding the propagation. We also have un
tainties coming from our lack of knowledge of the ha
structure. For example, the halo could be clumpy wh
could easily increase the signal by orders of magnitu
@28,29#. The local halo density is also uncertain by at leas
factor of 2~which corresponds to a factor of 4 uncertainty
the positron flux!. In Fig. 3~a! we see that once we are abov
the W mass, the spread of the predictions is much sma
We also see that for heavy neutralinos, Higgsinos and mi
neutralinos typically give higher fluxes than the gaugino-li
neutralinos. This is because the annihilation cross sectio
gauge bosons is very suppressed for gaugino-like neut
nos. For Higgsinos, the cross section to gauge bosons is
suppressed, but usually dominates anyway.

In Fig. 3~b! we see that the highest fluxes are appro
mately proportional to 1/Vxh2. This is becauseVxh2 is ap-
proximately proportional tôsv&21 where^sv& is the ther-
mally averaged annihilation cross section. The highest flu
for a given Vxh2 are obtained when the annihilation pro
ceeds mainly to channels giving high positron fluxes and
velocity dependence of the cross section is small~i.e., the
thermally averaged cross section is close to the annihila
cross section at rest!. In that case, it is essentially the sam
cross section that determines bothVxh2 and the positron
fluxes and hence the strong~anti!correlation. WhenVxh2

,0.025 we rescale the flux by (Vxh2/0.025)2 and hence the
fluxes for lowVxh2 are proportional toVxh2. Note that in
all other figures, we will only show the models whe
0.025,Vxh2,1.

4
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EDWARD A. BALTZ AND JOAKIM EDSJÖ PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 023511
FIG. 3. The flux of positrons from neutralino annihilation in the halo versus~a! the neutralino mass and~b! the neutralino relic density
Vxh2. In ~a! only models with 0.025,Vxh2,1 have been included and in~b! models with Vxh2,0.025 have been rescaled b
(Vxh2/0.025)2. The HEAT 94 data in this energy interval is shown together with the background prediction by MS@23# @as given by our
parametrization, Eq.~37!#.
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In Fig. 4 we show the positron flux versus the optim
positron energy,Ee1

opt , where we defineEe1
opt as the energy a

which (dF/dE)signal/(dF/dE)backgroundis maximal. We also
show the positron background prediction by MS@23#. We
see that in many cases it is advantageous to look at hi
energies than present experiments do. Again, we see tha
heavier neutralinos, the mixed and Higgsino-like neutralin
give the highest fluxes.

In Fig. 5 we show an example of a spectrum when
neutralino mainly annihilates intoW1W2. This model is ex-

FIG. 4. The flux of positrons,Fe1E3 versus the optimal posi
tron energy,E, for which the ratio of the signal flux to the back
ground flux is highest. The positron background from MS@23# @as
given by our parametrization, Eq.~37!# is shown as the dashed line
Above 100 GeV, the background is an extrapolation of the res
by MS.
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ample 4 in Table II. We choose this model as an example
explore the dependence of parameters and propagation m
els since it has two nice bumps from both primary as well
secondary and higher decays/hadronizations of theW
bosons. In~a! we compare our model A and B with th
propagation model of KT@6# with energy dependent escap
time. Compared to our model B, the KT propagation mo
assumes~i! that the diffusion constant coefficienta51, ~ii !
that there is no low energy cutoff of the diffusion consta
~i.e. as our model A!, ~iii ! that the energy-loss timetE is
higher, ~iv! that the diffusion constantK0 is higher and~v!
that the disk is homogeneous. They also use a leaky-
model instead of a diffusion model.

In Fig. 5~a!, we see that our model A gives higher fluxe
than model B below about 10 GeV. This is easy to und
stand since model A has a lower diffusion constant at l
energies and hence the positrons stay around longer an
get higher fluxes. On the other hand, the KT propagat
gives a sharper peak from the primary decay ofW1 to e1.
This is, as we see in Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!, due to the different
values ofK0 , tE anda. At low energies, the KT model ha
about the same shape as our model A, since neithertE nor
the exact value ofa are of big importance there. The differ
ent normalizations at low energies are due to different val
of K0 .

In Fig. 5~b! we show what happens in model B if w
change the value ofK0 , tE , a or L. IncreasingK0 reduces
the flux at lower energies~where diffusion is important!,
whereas increasingtE increases the flux at higher energi
~where energy-loss is more important than escape thro
diffusion!. We actually saw this behavior already in Fig. 1~a!
wheretD was shown versusDv for different values ofK0
andt. Increasinga essentially tilts the spectrum clockwise
lower energies where diffusion is important. Hence, the
at intermediate energies is more pronounced. IncreasinL
has more or less the same effect as loweringK0 , except at

ts
1-8
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POSITRON PROPAGATION AND FLUXES FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 023511
FIG. 5. An example of a light model annihilating mainly intoW1W2. In ~a!, the differences between our models A and B and the
model with energy dependent escape time@6# are shown. In~b! the effects~for model B! of increasingK, tE , a andL are given and in~c!,
the differences between different halo profiles are shown. Note that the scale is different in~c!.
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with
higher energies, where we see a decrease in the flux. Th
merely an artifact of the averaging overz in Eq. ~20!. When
L increases, the average at a givenr decreases. We saw th
behavior earlier in Fig. 1~a!.

In Fig. 5~c! we show the dependence on the actual h
profile. We expect to mainly see the positrons that are c
ated within a few kpc of us, but as we go lower in ener
~and hence higher in energy loss!, the visible region expands
In ~c! we show the difference between the isothermal sph
and a homogeneous disk. The isothermal sphere gives hi
fluxes at low energies, i.e., we see the galactic core at lo
energies. If we use a steeper halo profile like the Nava
Frenk, and White profile@21#, the flux at lower energies goe
up even more. The dependence on the precise form of
halo profile is never very large though. It is mostly th
propagation parameters that determine the shape of the s
trum. To conclude, the differences between our models
the KT propagation model are mainly a matter of differe
parameters.

In Fig. 6 we show some other typical spectra~examples
1–3 in Table II!. In ~a! we show a spectrum when gaug
bosons do not dominate in the final state. In this case,
typically get a big wide bump without any special feature
In ~b!, we show a spectrum for a heavy neutralino annihil
ing into gauge bosons. As in Fig. 5, we see two bumps fr
the decay of theW’s. The right one comes from direct deca
to e1 and occurs at approximatelymx/2. The left one comes
from secondary decays ofWs, W1→t1(m1)→e1 and pos-
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itrons from quark jets,W1→¯→p1→e1. This bump oc-
curs at approximatelymx/60. Exactly where the bumps oc
cur depend on the propagation model used. In~c!, we show a
spectrum of a light neutralino where we have artificia
boosted the branching ratio for direct annihilation intoe1e2

to 1%. Typically this branching ratio is below 1027, but if
we, e.g., have a large mass splitting of the selectrons,
mẽ1

*mx andmẽ2
@mx we can find mostly gaugino-like, bu

also some mixed models with a branching ratioBe1e2

*0.01. In this case, the line from monochromatic positro
might be visible and not too widened by propagation. W
find that it is only when the branching ratio intoe1e2 di-
rectly is reasonably high (*0.001) that the line is visible
We remark that if selectrons and smuons mix, the selec
degeneracy must be less than a few percent to avoid
straints fromm→eg @30,1#, though our model is allowed if
the mixing between selectrons and smuons is negligible.

B. Positron fractions

Instead of comparing with the absolute fluxes, we w
now compare with the measurement of the positron fract
by the HEAT experiment@25#. As we saw in Fig. 2, the
standard background predictions fail to reproduce the ob
vations for all energies. Note, however, that the fit can
made better by adopting either a harder electron prim
spectrum or a harder interstellar nucleon spectrum@23,27#. A
harder electron spectrum seems to be in disagreement
augino

29
0.16

0.042
0.058
TABLE II. Example models. The parameter values are given together with the neutralino masses, g
fractions and relic densities.

Example
number

Model
number

Parameters and units x properties

m
GeV

M2

GeV
tanb

1
mA

GeV
m0

GeV
Ab /m0

1
At /m0

1
mx

GeV
Zg

1
Vxh2

1

1 JE28––005683 2852.3 2670.1 13.1 664.0 1940.621.56 21.60 335.7 0.9951 0.0
2 JEsp3–000426 2319.9 4969.9 40.6 575.1 2806.6 2.0 0.27 2313.3 0.028
3 JE29––034479 21644.3 2202.2 54.1 181.7 2830.9 2.57 2.50 101.6 0.99927
4 JE23––000159 2221.8 2324.5 1.01 792.2 2998.7 1.71 0.67 130.3 0.660
1-9
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EDWARD A. BALTZ AND JOAKIM EDSJÖ PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 023511
FIG. 6. Example of positron spectra versus the positron energy. In~a! we show a typical spectrum for medium-heavy neutralinos, in~b!
we show a spectrum from a heavy neutralino when gauge bosons dominate the annihilation final states and in~c! a spectrum when the
branching ratio for annihilation intoe1e2 has been increased to 0.01. In all spectra we show them as calculated with our two mode
with the energy-dependent model by KT@6#.
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high-energy electron measurements@23# and a harder
nucleon spectrum might be in contradiction with antiprot
measurements above 3 GeV@27#. In light of this, it is there-
fore interesting to investigate if the possible excess at 6
GeV in the HEAT data can be explained by neutralino an
hilations in the halo. Note, however, the uncertainties in
solar modulation~even though the charge-dependent so
modulation seems to worsen the fit! are large and not wel
understood.

We will in the following entertain the possibility that th
standard prediction of the background is correct~to within a
normalization! and make a simultaneous fit of the normaliz
tion of the background and the signal. We will not inclu
the charge-dependent solar modulation. A study of
HEAT data in terms of primary sources from WIMP annih
lations has previously been performed in Ref.@31# where the
KT results~both with and without energy-dependent esca
time! were used.

We will compare with the most recent HEAT measur
ment of the positron fraction~1994 and 1995 combined data!
@25#. The error bars are smaller and the data cleaner for
positron fraction measurements. The HEAT collaborat
gives their results in 9 bins from 1.0 to 50.0 GeV.

As we saw in Fig. 3~a!, the positron fluxes are typically a
order of magnitude or more smaller than the HEAT measu
ments, and we find that we need to boost the signal b
boost factor,ks , between 6 and 1010 to obtain a good fit.
ks51010 is hardly realistic, butks up to 100–1000 might be
acceptable given the uncertainties in both propagation
halo structure~the halo could e.g. be clumpy@28,29#!.

In Fig. 7 we show some examples of our positron fra
tions compared with the HEAT measurements. The
amples are the same as those shown earlier for the abs
fluxes, i.e. examples 1–4 in Table II. The signals have b
boosted by the boost factors given by the best fit. Almost
of our models have the general feature of increasing the
at intermediate energies as shown in~a!. For some models
where the annihilation predominantly occurs to gau
bosons, we also expect a peak at roughlymx/2 as shown in
~b!. The most pronounced feature, however, is the posit
02351
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line. Even though smeared by propagation and energy l
we still expect a sharp peak atmx if the branching ratio for
annihilating into monochromatic positrons is high enoug
However, the branching ratio is typically less than 1027 and
the feature is buried in the background. If the branching ra
is higher, the feature would be very clear as seen in~c!. This
might happen if there is a large mass splitting of the sel
trons as discussed earlier. In~d! we show a light model an-
nihilating mainly into gauge bosons and as seen, the bu
from primary decayW1→e1 can be made to fit the exces
quite nicely.

In Ref. @31# models were found where the low-energ
bump from gauge bosons can fit the excess at 6–50 GeV@as
in our Fig. 7~c!# without having to go to*1 TeV neutrali-
nos. They get better fits for lower masses than we do beca
they use the KT propagation model@6# which does not shift
features down in energy as much as our propagation do

C. Comparison with other signals

We have seen that the positron fluxes are typically at le
factors of a few too low to be observable. However, w
only a small amount of boosting of the signal~coming either
from different propagation models and/or clumping of t
dark matter! we obtain positron fluxes that can either rough
fit the indication of an excess seen in the HEAT data
produce features possible to observe with future exp
ments. We must be concerned with other signals that m
be boosted at a similar level and that might be in confl
with current observations.

In Fig. 8 we show the absolute flux of positrons versus
flux of ~a! antiprotons@32,29# and ~b! continuumg’s @29#.
The antiproton measurement of the BESS collaboration@33#
is shown as well as the limit of the high galactic altitud
diffuse g emission as measured by Energetic Gamma R
Experiment Telescope~EGRET! @34#. We see that especially
the antiprotons are expected to give about the same or b
constraints on neutralino dark matter than the positrons.
the models with reasonable boost factors (&100– 1000) the
antiproton flux is usually about a factor of 1–10 closer to t
1-10
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POSITRON PROPAGATION AND FLUXES FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 023511
FIG. 7. Example of positron fractions versus the positron energy. We show both the signal and background for the best simulta
and also the best fit of the background alone. In~a! we show a typical spectrum for medium-heavy neutralinos, in~b! we show a spectrum
for a heavy neutralino when gauge bosons dominate the annihilation final states, in~c! a spectrum when the branching ratio for annihilati
into e1e2 has been increased to 0.01 and in~d! a spectrum from a medium-heavy neutralino whenW’s dominate.
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experimental bound than the positrons. We might theref
worry about getting antiproton fluxes that are too large wh
boosting the positron fluxes. However, even though a fa
of 10 might seem to be high, we have large uncertain
involved in the propagation and solar modulation. For
positrons we also have large uncertainties from the ene
loss that do not enter in the antiproton propagation. Chan
in the diffusion constant also affect the positron and antip
ton fluxes differently. IncreasingK0 , the positron fluxes a
higher energies are mainly unchanged@see Fig. 5~b!#,
whereas the antiproton fluxes decrease. We also ten
sample a larger volume for antiprotons than we do for po
trons and different halo profiles and clumpiness hence e
differently for antiprotons and positrons. A factor of 10 d
ference is thus probably within the uncertainties.

For our examples and boost factors in Fig. 7, the co
sponding maximal boost factors that would not violate
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BESS upper limit@33# of 2.331026 GeV21 cm22 s21 sr21

on the antiproton flux would bekp̄59.8, 3.53105, 3.2 and
10.7. Compare this with the boost factors from our best
to the HEAT data,ks511.7, 1.13104, 19.0 and 54.6. The
last two examples, Fig. 7~c! and 7~d! have boost factors
which contradict the antiproton measurements by a facto
5–6 but as explained above, the uncertainties are large
we prefer to keep these kinds of models anyway.

The continuumg’s are very well correlated with the pos
itron fluxes and of the same order of magnitude bel
present limits. The continuumg fluxes do not suffer from
large propagation uncertainties, but do depend more on
actual halo profile.

To conclude, it is intriguing that both the positron, an
proton and continuumg fluxes for our canonical halo an
propagation models end up reasonably close to the obse
fluxes. The correlation is also quite good, even though
1-11
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FIG. 8. The flux of positrons versus that of~a! antiprotons and~b! continuumg’s. The experimental limits from BESS 1995@33# and
high-altitude EGRET@34# measurements are shown.
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ferent uncertainties enter in all three different predictions
Other signals, like direct detection of neutralinos and

direct detection from high-energy neutrinos from annihi
tion in the Sun or Earth are not affected by clumpiness to
same extent as the ones from halo annihilation. Both di
searches and neutrino telescopes have started cutting int
MSSM parameter space considered here. However, the li
are not completely watertight and we choose to keep
models even though some of our models might be exclu
with typical assumptions about the halo density and velo
dispersion.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that for our canonical halo and propagat
model, the positron fluxes from neutralino annihilation in t
halo are lower than those experimentally measured. H
ever, the predictions can easily be orders of magnitude
low due to our lack of knowledge of the structure of the ha
~the halo could e.g. be clumpy!. If we allow for this uncer-
tainty we can easily obtain fluxes of the same order of m
nitude as those measured. The shape of the signal spec
is also different than the background and in most cases
lows for a better fit of the excess at 6–50 GeV indicated
the HEAT measurements than the background alone do

If positrons from neutralinos make up a substantial fr
tion of the measured positron fluxes below 50 GeV, we u
ally have some features to search for at higher energies
pecially if the annihilation occurs mainly to gauge boso
where we expect a clear bump atmx/2. When the annihila-
p
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tion does not go to gauge bosons, we only expect a sl
break in the spectrum at approximatelymx/2. This can be
hard to find, unless we have detailed measurements aro
the break. If the branching ratio for annihilation into mon
chromatic positrons is higher than*0.001, as can happen
there is a pronounced mass splitting between selectr
there is a very pronounced feature to search for at a posi
energy ofmx .

We also note that our propagation models do not prese
features as well as that of KT@6#. This is primarily due to the
fact that KT uses an escape time that implies a larger di
sion constant. Features are also shifted to lower energies
our propagation models.

To conclude, there is a possibility to obtain measura
fluxes of positrons from neutralino annihilation in the Milk
Way halo and they can easily be made to fit the excess i
cated by HEAT data. Future experiments will determine
there are features in the positron spectrum from neutra
annihilation.
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